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Abstract—Reconstructing Computed Tomography images (CT)
from radiographs currently requires biplanar radiographs for
accurate CT reconstruction due to the complementary informa-
tion contained in the individual views. However, in many cases
biplanar information is not available. In this work, we therefore
propose a KNN and a PCA-based approach using biplanar
radiographs only at the training stage while performing the
final inference using only a single anterior-posterior radiograph,
thereby increasing the applicability and usability of the model.
The methods are quantitatively validated on a multiview database
achieving 81% PSNR of biplanar inference and also qualitatively
on a dataset of radiographs with no corresponding CT scans.

Index Terms—CT, reconstruction, monoplanar, GAN,
deeplearning

I. INTRODUCTION

Two key imaging modalities commonly applied in clinical
practice are X-ray radiographs and computed tomography
(CT) scans. While the former are 2D projections of a volume,
the latter en- able full 3D image assessment. Since both
rely on X-ray imaging, it is possible to perform a projection
of a reconstructed three-dimensional CT volume to obtain
a two-dimensional radiograph [1]. The alternate approach of
constructing a CT volume from one or multiple radiographs
is generally not possible due to the information loss implied
by projecting the volume into a lower-dimensional space. At
the same time, 3D reconstructions of a radiograph would
allow additional insights into the spatial structure of the
scanned volume when only a 2D scan is available. Possible
applications include the planning of prosthetic hip surgery
where weight bearing radiographs in a standing position are
obtained and where the reconstruction could overcome the
physical problems of obtaining CTs in a standing position.
Other applications vary from interventional imaging where
no CT scan can be performed to retrospective cohort anal-
ysis of studies which onlycontain radiographs. A possible
methodological application of dimensionality expansion in
interventional applications is the registration of the intraop-

erative 2D radiograph to a pre-operative CT scan. Currently,
this is performed by projecting the pre-operative CT scan
into a 2D image and performing registration in 2D, which
comes at the cost of dimensionality loss and requires extensive
anatomical knowledge from the clinical team to properly
utilize the 2D information at intervention time. This step could
be replaced with a fully three-dimensional registration utilizing
a generated intraoperative 3D reconstruction, thereby allowing
image analysis and navigation in 3D [2].

Due to the possibilities enabled by such methods, a number
of publications have addressed the problem of 2D to 3D
reconstruction [3]–[5]. In recent years, deep methods involving
generative adversarial networks (GANs) [6] have led to further
developments in this field as image data generated by GANs
has been proven to be highly realistic in both conventional
imaging [7] [8] and medical applications [9], [10] where
novel and realistic images were generated based on input data
originating from other modalities or imaging protocols.

However, 2D to 3D reconstruction imposes the additional
challenge of dimensionality expansion on top of the already
challenging generation task. The most recent methods for
CT reconstrucion from a single radiograph [11]–[13] enabled
re- construction based on biplanar radiography images, i.e.
images acquired along the anterior-posterior (a-p, frontal)
and lataro-lateral (l-l, side) axes of the body. While this
is methodologically a large improvement, many real-world
protocols do not involve acquisition of both images. Instead,
only the a-p view is available as this is the view containing
the most relevant clinical information. So far, none of the
previously introduced methods enables full CT reconstruction
with sufficient image quality when only a single radiograph
is used. Therefore, this work introduces prediction approaches
allowing CT reconstruction based on a single a-p input image
by generating additionally required vies at inference time via
kNN or PCA.

Unsymmetric encoder-decoder networks with a 2D encoder
and a 3D decoder are particularly suited for this task as the
encoder provides a compressed (latent) representation of the
2D images and the decoder then constructs 3D volumes out978-1-6654-6964-7/22/$31.00 ©2022 IEEE



of this information. Relying on the principles of autoencoders,
they are often compared with GAN systems as adversarial
autoencoders [14] and have been proven to stabilize GAN
training and increase training efficiency by adding an adver-
sarial discriminator to a CNN autoencoder structure.

The X2CT-GAN introduced by Ying et al. [11] therefore
extends the adversarial autoencoder approach to 2D-3D image
synthesis. Contrary to an adversarial autoencoder, the gener-
ator contains two individual encoder-decoder paths for both
the coronal and sagittal projection and a fusion network to
combine the results into a single new 3D CT volume. A Patch-
GAN discriminator [15] was employed as the discriminator.
A simplified depiction of the generator architecture is shown
in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Simplified X2CT-GAN Generator Architecture

In this paper, we introduce and validate two methods for
generating the missing views: A neighbourhood-based method
which finds an optimal existing sagittal image in the training
dataset to accompany a new coronal view at inference time
and a direct latent space generation method which generates
the latent space for the sagittal decoder based on the PCA of
the coronal data.

II. IMAGE DATA

For our experiments we used a publicly available dataset
provided by the Lung Image Data Consortium (LIDC) [16]
consisting of 1018 thoracic CT scans for diagnostic and
lung cancer screening from 1010 patients. These scans were
randomly assigned to training, validiation or test set using
a splitting policy of 7:2:1 (712:204:102 cases) for training,
validation and test. For each CT volume we then generated the
corresponding biplanar X-ray images as digitally reconstructed
radiographs [1].

To qualitatively evaluate on real-world data we also used
real coronal chest X-ray radiographs from the Covid-Hack
dataset [17] with no corresponding CT volume or sagittal data.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The generator of X2CT-GAN was designed for two input
images, X and Y. Both encoder-decoder paths learn to encode
their specific input image into a feature space and reconstruct
a three dimensional volume from there. However, using this
architecture for single-view prediction by dropping one of the
input images during inference is not possible as it would result
in loss of input information and render half of the learned pa-
rameters and feature information unusable for reconstruction.
Additionally, the second decoder path would also be affected

as both parts are interconnected by skip-connections. Thus, our
algorithms need to be capable of generating image data for the
missing view based only on a single input image. In our case,
the missing sagittal view will be generated from a coronal
radiograph. Ideally, we should be able to use the unchanged
X2CT-GAN architecture with our newly generated multiview
data without any changes to the original method. Therefore,
all trainings were carried out with the same parameters as
described in the original X2CT-GAN paper.

A. KNN Prediction

The kNN prediction method is based on the k-nearest
neighbors algorithm [18] and includes the generation of a
latent space representation database D as search space. The
goal of this approach is finding a suitable corresponding X-ray
image as second input selected from the best corresponding
sample of the database.

The encoders of the model find the significant features that
describe each projection an optimal mapping of these features
into the latent space of the network. As a consequence, X-
rays with similar features will be projected to the same region
of the higher-dimensional latent space and form a cluster of
data points. The EncoderA encodes its input X into the
corresponding latent representation pA(z|x).

The database D contains the latent space representations for
a reference set of biplanar radiographs. The representations are
generated by feeding them to the isolated encoders of a model
after finishing the training step. After building the database,
each pair of radiographs is mapped to a specific point in the
latent space and therefore in the database.

During inference, the latent representation pA(z|xin) of
the test image xin is generated first by passing it through
EncoderA. The representation pA(z|xin) falls within the
cluster of the latent representations ΣpA(z|xref,n). It can be
assumed that a latent representation p(z|xref,i) with close
proximity to pA(z|xin) was generated from a radiograph with
similar features. Therefore, it can also be expected that yref,i
closely resembles yin. This latent representation p(z|xref,i)
with the shortest distance in space to p(z|xin) is found by
applying the k-nearest-neighbor algorithm.

Hence, the database D can be used to find yref,i, which is
then used as complementary input image with xin to make a
full CT reconstruction. The method is shown in Equation 1,
where xref,i is the image from database D with the highest
correspondence to the input image xin and yref,i is the
corresponding projection to xref,i.

xref,i = argminx∈D

√
x2
in − x2

yin = Dy(i)
(1)

B. PCA Prediction

The approach presented in Section III-A is a high-
dimensional search for a best-matching correspondence.
Therefore, it relies heavily on a sufficiently large reference
dataset which allows populating the sparse latent space and



provides a sufficient number of possible candidates for any
new input. Additionally, the reference dataset has to be pro-
vided with a trained model to make inference possible, since
yin in image space is required as a second input. While both
aspects can be addressed by using a sufficiently large clinical
image dataset and providing the image database for inference,
we additionally present an alternative approach in this section
which does not require a candidate search but relies on data
analysis by PCA instead. In contrast to the kNN prediction
method, the PCA prediction method aims to directly generate a
latent space representation p(z|yin) of the second input image
for DecoderB . The latent space representation p(z|yin) is
computed through a principal component analysis (PCA) and
a linear combination of all the data points collected in latent
space. This method additionally yields the advantage that no
image data for the candidate search needs to be available at
inference time, thereby increasing the method’s portability and
minimizing anonymization risks.

To ensure a plausible joint linear combination for both
projections in the latent space, the weights of both encoders are
shared to encode the representations of both input projections
into the same space. Inspired by variational autoencoders [19],
we further introduce a regularization and disentanglement of
the shared latent space such that each dimension represents
a distinct feature of the input. This disentanglement is an
additional prerequisite to form meaningful data clusters in
the feature space since it decreases the correlation of the
feature components leading to a behavior that is similar to
a singular value decompositon. Thereby, the characteristics of
both input projections X and Y are represented in the same
latent space, where each projection is encoded into their own
subspaces within this latent space. Common features between
the two projections are represented by shared feature dimen-
sions. Therefore, latent information obtained from one of the
projections can be used to generate a plausible complementary
projection.

After concluding the training step, the set of latent represen-
tation z for the training images and labels xtrain and ytrain
can be obtained as

zA = {pA(z|xtrain,0), pA(z|xtrain,1), . . . , pA(z|xtrain,n)}
and
zB = {pB(z|ytrain,0), pB(z|ytrain,1), . . . , pB(z|ytrain,n)},

respectively.
The principal component analysis is applied on the cluster of

zA to find the principal components PCA that can explain the
set of representations with high variance. The components of
PCA span the PCA space of zA. The same is done for the set
zB to yield the same number of principal components PCB .
The principal components represent the X-ray images in the
latent space that share the most features with other samples of
their individual projections and can cover the space of features
through linear combinations, thereby not being restricted to
individual positions in the latent space. This is a key difference
to the kNN-based approach presented in Section III-A.

During inference, the latent representation pA(z|xin) of an
unknown test image xin is generated first. The representation
is then projected into the PCA space of zA and a weight
matrix of the principal components is calculated such that
TA · pA(z|xin) = WA ·PCA, where TA represents the projec-
tion matrix onto the PCA space of PCA. It is further assumed
that corresponding representations carry equal weight when
describing their clusters. Therefore, the same weighting matrix
WA is used to linearly combine the principle components
and calculate TB · ppred(z|yin), such that TA · ppred(z|yin) =
WA · PCB , where TB represents the projection matrix onto
the PCA space of PCB .

Transforming TB(ppred(z|yin)) back into latent space,
ppred(z|yin) can now be used as the input for the DecoderB ,
allowing to completely skip the encoding step as no novel
image is generated for feature extraction. The method is
summarized in Equation 2.

The same steps are repeated for all inputs of DecoderB ,
which also includes the skip connections.

WA = PCT
A · TA(pA(z|xin))

ppred(z|yin) = WA · PCB

(2)

IV. RESULTS

(a) Ground Truth

(b) Biplanar Prediction

(c) kNN

Fig. 2: kNN Prediction Result Comparison: (a) shows slices
of the ground truth CT, (b) shows the results from a biplanar
prediction, (c) shows the results from the kNN prediction. All
preditions are conducted on the test dataset.

All resulting images were evaluated with the peak signal-to-
noise ratio (PSNR) and the structural similarity index (SSIM).
Table I shows the respective metric results for the kNN pre-
diction method and the PCA prediction method in comparison
to the ground truth. While both prediction methods generally
scored lower than the traditional biplanar prediction, it is



(a) Ground Truth

(b) Biplanar Prediction (modified)

(c) PCA Prediction

Fig. 3: PCA Prediction Result Comparison: (a) shows slices
of the ground truth CT, (b) shows the results from a biplanar
prediction with the modified network and (c) shows the results
from the PCA prediction. All preditions are conducted on the
test dataset.

interesting that both scored similarly, with the reconstruction
and image quality of the kNN prediction being higher than the
PCA prediction.

Exemplary result images from the kNN prediction method
are shown in Figure 2, and from the PCA prediction in
Figure 3.

Figure 3 gives a ground truth CT scan (a) together with the
biplanar prediction of the modified network with additional
regularization (b) as well as the PCA prediction (c). The PCA
prediction result shows blurry images without high-frequency
details and also displays checkerboard artifacts. However, it
is worth pointing out that the overall structure is similar to
the biplanar prediction method as presented in [11] and that
features of the reconstruction are anatomically correct, such as
the position and size of the lungs, the shape and position of
the spine and ribs and other anatomical features. On the other
hand, the general shape and silhouette show inconsistencies
in some regions in comparison to the ground truth and also
the predictions on biplanar data. In Figure 4(c), it can be seen
that the evaluation of the PCA-based latent space generation
on a real-world data was also unsuccessful. Aside from the
blurry results, it was also unable to retain consistent shape
and structure.

A. Qualitative Evaluation on Real-World Data

The performance of the proposed methods was also assessed
on the covid X-Ray images as described in Section II. The
chest radiograph is shown in Figure 4(a) while the results from
the kNN and PCA prediction are shown in Figure 4(b) and (c).

(a) Original X-ray

(b) kNN Prediction

(c) PCA Prediction

Fig. 4: Prediction results on real X-ray images. The original
X-ray is shown in (a), the kNN prediction result is shown in
(b) and the PCA prediction result is shown in (c).

Caused by the lack of corresponding CT scans, quantitative
evaluation was not possible on this dataset. However, it can
still be seen that the model and the kNN prediction method
are both very robust and were able to extract key features
such as the distinction of the different organs, the general
anatomical constraints as well as the relative Hounsfield units
from the real X-ray and successfully reconstruct a CT image.
For the PCA prediction it is possible to get a coarse idea of
the CT volume, but it clearly lacks details, just as the modified
prediction in Figure 3(b).

V. DISCUSSION

While both PSNR and SSIM are popular in related liter-
ature, we would also like to point out their limited ability
to comprehensively assess the quality of such reconstructions,
especially for images generated by generative networks such
as GANs. The quantitative metrics do not align with our
subjective judgement on image quality.

In general, GANs do not offer a guarantee of complete con-
tent preservation when converting images between different
domains. This is especially critical when it comes to medical
images that could contain malignant changes in tissue. How-
ever, usually the overall content is preserved fairly well. This

TABLE I: Average PSNR (dB) and SSIM scores of (a)
Biplanar prediction, (b) kNN prediction, (c) PCA prediction.
All scores were obtained on the testset.

PSNR (dB) SSIM

Biplanar Prediction 20.592 0.723
kNN Prediction 16.687 0.543
PCA Prediction 16.000 0.443



can be seen here as well, where the general anatomic structure
is correctly retained making our approach still suitable for the
applications mentioned beforehand.

Minor anatomical inconsistencies in the KNN prediction are
likely due to the fact that the prediction finds the most similar
image in the reference dataset, which might still be different
from an actual sagittal view of the input image especially for
radiographs with uncommon anatomical features. Therefore,
slight inconsistencies can occur depending on the complete-
ness of the reference dataset.

The reason for this is most probably related to the modifi-
cations on the network introduced in Section III-B, where the
main conflict lies with the skip connections. All input data
to the decoder had to be regularized in order for the PCA
prediction to work from the latent spaces of the first path to
the corresponding latent space in the other path. However, skip
connections play an important part in transferring low level
information to the decoder, which means that by design these
latent spaces are unregularized and unencoded. However, as
indicated by Figure 3(b), which shows the result of enforcing
regularization, it can be assumed that a base-model specifi-
cally designed with this kind of monoplanar inference could
overcome the regularization issues.

While it was not possible to compare the reconstruction
to the corresponding ground truth CT image, it can still be
seen that the quality of the reconstructions are similar to
the biplanar predictions obtained from digitally reconstructed
radiographs showing that in general, this method is sufficiently
robust for application in clinical practice.

Moreover, chest CT scans are one of the most complex
regions from an imaging perspective. We assume that for other
parts of the body, specifically those with larger bones like the
pelvis or femur, the proposed methods would yield even better
results.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we were able to show that inference of a full
CT volume is possible using only a single planar radiograph
and that the proposed methods can be applied to a network that
initially uses two input images during the training stage. We
introduced two approaches to address the issue of missing data,
a kNN-based prediction method and a PCA-based prediction
method.

While both the kNN and the PCA predictions achieve
slightly worse PSNR and SSIM values than the biplanar
inference, at least for the kNN prediction, the visualized results
show similar reconstructions regarding the representation of
detail, contrast and anatomic structure. Future work can apply
this approach to similar problems, including multimodal image
analysis on large cohort studies with multiple modalities where
specific scans are often missing for individual patients and
timepoints.
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